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B.A. Marathi
After successful completion of B.A. Marathi students will be able to achieve following
knowledge:Class

Course Outcome

CO1: Students know the Marathi literature, Marathi language, and Marathi culture,
respectively Literature, especially Marathi literature.
FYBA

CO2: Learn the nature, components and types of literature.
CO3: Develop Linguistic skills
CO4: Develop Linguistic ability to deal with different areas in globalization
CO5: Understand the Marathi language, Marathi literature and Marathi culture
CO6: Develop Literary comprehension and evaluation skills.

SYBA (G2)
Modern

CO1. Students gain the knowledge of Character Autobiography and the philosophical

Marathi

elements of this type of literature

literature and

CO2. Develop the ability to evaluate builds autobiographical

applied Marathi
SYBA(S-1)
Various types of

CO1. Students gain the knowledge of philosophical elements of Marathi literature types
CO2. Students acquaint with classical works of Marathi in different periods

Marathi

CO3: Develop the ability to respond freely to literature in students

literature

CO4. Develop the vision to comprehend and evaluate literary works.

SYBA(S-2)

CO1. Students get a rough knowledge of the historical tradition of Marathi literature

History of

CO2. Acquire the knowledge of Literature on the background of a particular period,

Prehistoric

past social, political, cultural and historical background

Marathi

CO3. Students gain knowledge the motivational tendencies from the previous literature

Vadamaya

CO4. Students develop the tradition of writing literary genres, stories, poems, plays,

(1818 to 1960)

novels

TYBA(G-3)
Modern

CO1: Students know the various literary genres in modern Marathi literature

Marathi

CO2: Develop the ability to understand and properly use language

Literature and

CO3: Develop the ability to philosophically interpret of Essays and Travel Descriptions

Applied

in students

Marathi

CO4:Develop reading and writing ability and interest in text examination
CO1. Students understand the concept of literature

TYBA(S-3)

CO2. Students understand the purpose of the material

Literary

CO3. Understands the process of material formation
CO4. Understands the interrelationship between literature and society
CO1. Students are aware of the nature and function of language and the importance of
language study.
CO2. Students understand the importance of price and its function in human life

TYBA(S-4)

CO3. Students understand the uniqueness and importance of different language study

Descriptive

methods

Historical

CO4. Students understand the process of formation tone

Linguistics

CO5. Students understand the structure and function of arteries
CO6. Students familiar with Self Science and Neem Concepts and Marathi Self Name
System
CO7. Students understand the nature and importance of historical language study
method

Class

FYBCom
Success Story
Textbook and
Marathi

Course Outcome
CO1. Commerce students were familiar with the subject matter of Marathi language in
various fields
CO2.Understands the nature and need of the transaction place of Marathi language in
the field of business and understands the meaning of actual use of Marathi in it
CO3. Understands the nature of media and its discourse
CO4. Know the importance of Marathi as the official language and nature of the
official language and Develop Effective presentation of office language techniques
and skills in economics and commerce in Marathi
CO5. Develop the skills to use various regional Marathi languages

M.A. Marathi
After successful completion of M.A. Marathi students will be able to achieve following
knowledge:Course
Course Outcome
M.A. I
CO1: Develop Linguistic perceptions
CO2: Different linguistic skills and employment capacity by taking the honors
in the formation of the students
CC-1
Bhasavyavahara
And Linguistic
Skills

CO3: Students understand the concept Marathi Standard mudritasodhana
CO4: Students gain the knowledge of vadmayina publishing business
transactions
CO5: Students gain the knowledge of translation of the interview and translated
writing application Writing patralekhana
CO6: Students gain the knowledge of public relations concept and project
writing
CO1: Students know the vadmayina perceptions of life

CC-2

CO2: Students' interest in reading literature and other arts grows

Avarcina

CO3: The motivations and tendencies of literary production in a particular

Marathi

period are noticed and the ability to comprehend literature is increased

Vadamayaca
History

CO4: Develop the ability and skills to perceive the interrelationships between
literature and culture
CO1: Literature linguistic perceptions develop in students

CC-3

CO2: The students gain the knowledge of various system changing Bhava Nrip

Historical

speech forms

Linguistics

CO3: Understand the concept and format of the language concept
CO1: Understand the rural literature after independence, the era of creativity

CC-4 Rural
literature

karanaparampara
CO2: Develop the ability to work in the medical Rural literature form
CO3:Students can evaluate the different varieties of rural literature vadamaya
CO4: Students can trace the direction of Non-contributions to rural literature

CO1: Students know the challenges of Dalit literature tradition
CC-4 Dalit
literature

CO2: Understand the nature of conflict of Dalit literature and pain
CO3: Develop and evaluate the various literary genres created by Dalit literature
M A II

Media and

CO1: Acquired the writing skills for the media

materials

CO2: Understand the importance of promoting community media

behavior

CO3: Develops students' linguistic ability to get service opportunities in the
media
CO1: Understand the nature of folk literature Folk shows that the prevalence

Marathi folklore
and folk
mulatatve

and inclusive
CO2: Students become aware of different types of Lokasahityatila
CO3: Student aware about the Socio-religious cultural of folklore
CO1: Students learn the Sahityasamiksa and transaction

Literature review
and research

CO2: Students understand the concept of reviews and operational review
CO3: Students know the various review methods
CO4: Students understand Marathi literature tradition Critic
CO5: Develop the ability to do research
CO6: Understand the concept of a variety of research methods of Research
purposes
CO1: Students know the process of creation of innovation thought and the

Special author's
study of medieval
Avarcina

diversification of writing
CO2: Students understand the author's position jivananistha, personality

F.Y.B.A. Marathi
The syllabus of FYBA Marathi for Choice based Credit System (CBCS) to be
implemented form 2019-2020.
Class

Course Outcome

FYBA (Sem I) Regular Course
Marathi Literature:

CO1: Students know the Marathi literature, Marathi language, and Marathi culture,

Story and Linguistic

respectively Literature, especially Marathi literature.

Skills Development

CO2: Learn the nature, components and types of literature.

[CC-1 A]

CO3: Learn the various types of literary story.
CO4: Understand the nature, elements and genres of story.
CO5: Develop linguistic skills.

Marathi Literature:

FYBA (Sem II) Regular Course

Drama and

CO1: Learn the nature, elements and types of one-act plays.

Linguistic Skills

CO2: Know the selected one-act plays in Marathi literature.

Development [CC-

CO3: Develop linguistic skills.

1A]
Alternative Course
CO1: Understand the role of language in cognition, the nature of various linguistic
Practical and
Applied Marathi Part 1 [CC-1 A] And
Part 2 [CC-1A]

inventions.
CO2: Develop the physical ability of linguistic skills.
CO3: Understand and apply the interrelationships of various inventions and means
of communication of language skills.
CO4: To know the application, need and format of Marathi in office and business
work.
CO5: Acquire and apply the writing skills required for office, business language
transactions.

The syllabus of FYBCom Marathi for Choice based Credit System (CBCS) to be
implemented form 2019-2020.
FYBCom
Semester

Title (Ability Enhancement Course)

Sem I

Language, Literature and Skill development (117)

Sem II

Language and Skill Development (117)

CO1: Students understand the nature and need of language in various field. CO2:
CO3: Know the place of Marathi language in different field and learn the actual use of Marathi
CO4: Students acquire the skills in the use of regional Marathi language.
CO5: Gain the writing style and apply the skills of actual writing.
CO6: Understand the work ethic of the authorized persons in the field.
CO7: Cultivate ethical, professional and philosophical values in the students.
M.A. Marathi
The syllabus of M.A.I Marathi for Choice based Credit System (CBCS) to be implemented form
2019-2020. After successful completion of M.A. Marathi students will be able to achieve
following knowledge:-

CO1: Enrich the literary and biographical knowledge of postgraduate students.
CO2: Students gain the employment skills and skills of linguistic in various fields of life.
CO3: Cultivate the literary values and values of life among the students
CO4: Students understand the accurate assessment of Sanhayaya by considering the motivations
and tendencies of Sanhayyananmarti in the new era.
CO5: Students enhance their literary ability through reading, tasting, analysis, classification,
mopping.
CO6: Students increase the inconvenience by reading Sanhayaya art and other arts.
CO7: Students develop the ability and skills to take into account the interrelationships between
culture and culture in a global perspective

